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We observe interspecies Feshbach resonances due to s-wave bound states in ultracold 39K -133Cs scattering for
three different spin mixtures. The resonances are observed as joint atom loss and heating of the K sample. We
perform least-squares fits to obtain improved K-Cs interaction potentials that reproduce the observed resonances,
and carry out coupled-channel calculations to characterize the scattering and bound-state properties for 39K-Cs,
40K-Cs, and 41K-Cs. Our results open up the possibilities of tuning interactions in K-Cs atomic mixtures and of
producing ultracold KCs molecules.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The possibility of controlling collisional interactions in
ultracold atomic samples to very high precision through
Feshbach resonances [1] is the foundation of many
different cold atom experiments. Control of interactions
by Feshbach tuning has enabled experiments on tunable
quantum gases [2–4], the creation of ultracold Feshbach
molecules [5–7], the formation of Bose-Einstein condensates
(BECs) of molecules [8,9] and the observation of the
BEC-BCS crossover [10–12], few-body and Efimov
physics [13], polaron physics [14,15], and novel states, phase
transitions, and dynamics in one-dimensional gases [16–18].
In these experiments, intraspecies interactions were tuned, in
some cases between different spin states of the same species. In
recent years, interest has turned to mixtures of quantum gases
and the tuning of interspecies interactions. This interest is mo-
tivated by the study of exotic phases such as supersolids [19],
the heteronuclear Efimov scenario for a three-body system
[20–22], boson-mediated superfluids [23], quantum phases
that involve composite fermions [24], mixtures under
simultaneous superfluidity [25], and the possibility of forming
samples of ultracold polar ground-state molecules [26].
In particular, the electric dipole moment of heteronuclear
molecules gives rise to anisotropic, long-range dipole-dipole
interactions that contrast with the isotropic, short-range
interaction in atomic experiments [27,28]. Combining
long-range interactions with optical lattice potentials allows
the study of exotic quantum phases such as pair superfluids
and the implementation of quantum simulation and quantum
information processing [29–32].

Experimentally, systems of ultracold ground-state
molecules are produced in a two-step procedure: First,
atoms in nearly quantum-degenerate atomic mixtures are
magneto-associated using a Feshbach resonance to form
weakly bound molecules. Second, these molecules are
optically transferred into the rovibrational ground state by
stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) [26,33,34].
This procedure, which requires precise knowledge of the inter-

and intraspecies scattering properties, has recently led to the
production of ultracold and dense samples of heteronuclear
molecules such as fermionic KRb [26] and NaK [35] and
bosonic RbCs [36–38] and NaRb [39] in their rovibrational
ground states. The present paper is aimed towards the goal
of producing ultracold KCs molecules by similar methods.
Ground-state KCs molecules are of particular interest because
of their large electric dipole moment (1.92 D) [40] and
their stability under two-body molecular collisions [41],
which makes 40KCs the only chemically stable fermionic
alkali-metal dimer apart from Na40K. Additionally, the two
available bosonic isotopes 39,41K increase the flexibility in
mixing and dimer association with Cs.

In most magneto-association experiments so far, molecules
were produced in three-dimensional (3D) bulk atom mix-
tures [26,35–37,39]. Only a comparatively small fraction of
atoms could be converted to heteronuclear dimers because
in bulk samples the process is limited by atomic three-body
recombination and vibrational relaxation in atom-molecule
and molecule-molecule collisions. Such losses can be sup-
pressed if the two atomic samples are overlapped in an optical
lattice, creating either a Bose-Fermi Mott-band insulator [42]
or a Bose-Bose double-species Mott insulator [38]. In both
cases reported so far, a Feshbach resonance was exploited in
two different ways. First, it was used to null the interspecies
interaction at the zero-crossing of the resonance to achieve
efficient sample mixing. Subsequently, the resonance was used
to form the molecules from atom pairs. Lattice filling fractions
of 30% and above have been achieved. Since we aim at a
similar strategy for KCs, precise knowledge of the Feshbach
resonance positions and widths is crucial.

The individual two-body interaction properties of 39K [43]
and Cs [44,45] are well understood. This has allowed the
production of Bose-Einstein condensates for each species
separately [4,46–48] and for both species in the same ap-
paratus [49]. The singlet and triplet interaction potentials
for KCs have been determined from extensive electronic
spectroscopy by Ferber et al. [50,51]; in the present work
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we designate the potentials of Ref. [51] the F2013 potentials.
Patel et al. [52] carried out coupled-channel calculations on
the F2013 potentials to obtain the positions and widths of
Feshbach resonances for all three K isotopes, including both
s-wave and d-wave bound states. However, no experiments
have yet been carried out to test these predictions. In this
article, we report the observation of Feshbach resonances
in an ultracold 39K -133Cs mixture. We prepare the samples
in different spin states and search for loss features as we
scan the homogeneous magnetic field in the range from 0
to 650 G. The observed resonances in the lowest spin state are
observed at magnetic fields about 20 G higher than predicted in
Refs. [51,52]. We therefore use coupled-channel calculations
to assign the resonances and to fit improved interaction
potentials, which we designate G2017. We then use the new
potentials to make improved predictions of resonance positions
and widths for all three isotopologs of KCs.

II. EXPERIMENT

Techniques for the preparation of ultracold Cs [4] and
39K [47,49] are well established, but mixing the two species
is not straightforward. In particular, mixing the samples in the
regime of quantum degeneracy is quite involved and we are
pursuing a strategy similar to that demonstrated for 87RbCs
in Ref. [38]. For the present goal of detecting interspecies
Feshbach resonances, however, it is sufficient to mix very
cold thermal samples, and even that poses some challenges.
The different steps in laser cooling lead to a disparity in the
sample temperatures (�5 μK for 39K and �1 μK for Cs) and
densities. The negative background scattering length of 39K
implies the existence of a Ramsauer-Townsend minimum in
the elastic cross section at an energy around 400 μK × kB [47],
where the scattering phase shift passes through zero and the
contribution from higher partial waves is still small. This
minimum in the elastic cross section, the large losses when
39K atoms overlap with the Cs magneto-optical trap (MOT),
and the strong heating when Cs is loaded into a deep dipole trap
make a sequential cooling scheme necessary. We achieve this
with a translatable and transformable trap. Specifically, we first
load the 39K sample into a very tight optical trap, subsequently
translate this sample vertically to allow for Cs loading and
cooling, and finally bring the two species together in a relaxed
trap with enlarged waist that is suitable for both species.

The experimental sequence starts with the preparation of
an ultracold K sample as described in Ref. [49]. In short,
after standard laser cooling and spin polarizing on the D2

and D1 lines, we load up to 5 × 108 atoms in the |K : c〉 ≡
|f = 1,mf = −1〉 state into a magnetic quadrupole trap.
Hyperfine sublevels of each atom are indicated by alphabetic
labels a, b, c, etc., in order of increasing energy.

To overcome the Ramsauer-Townsend scattering minimum,
we superimpose a dipole trap beam with 1/e2-waist of 26 μm
at 1064 nm and an initial power of 15 W, and simultaneously
increase the quadrupole field within 5 s from 32 to 75 G/cm
(along the coil axis). Although this increases the temperature,
the higher density ensures efficient loading of the tight tweezer
trap. The quadrupole field is shut off and the magnetic
offset field B is then ramped to 42.5 G. At this field the
scattering length for atoms in state |K : c〉 is around 100 a0

FIG. 1. Experimental sequence to combine 39K with 133Cs as
shown in absorption images. (a) In situ image of the K sample after
dipole trap loading. (b) Vertically displaced K cloud (upper cloud)
to avoid collisional loss with Cs atoms (lower cloud) during Cs laser
cooling. (c) Merged samples at the end of the Cs MOT stage. The K
sample shows up as the dark red disk at the center of the image.
(d) Typical K signal in the crossed trap for a K-Cs mixture after
merging. The images in (b) and (c) are overlapped absorption images
taken at the respective imaging wavelengths.

and we can perform efficient forced evaporative cooling. For
this, the power of the single-beam dipole trap is decreased
exponentially in 1.5 s to 150 mW. During the first 600 ms
of this ramp we move the optical trap 1.2 mm upwards [see
Figs. 1(a) to 1(b)]. The vertical transport is achieved by moving
a lens and a mirror that are mounted on a motorized translation
stage and works without any observable atom loss or heating.
We note that magnetization effects related to our stainless
steel vacuum chamber require a magnetic polarization stage
after the quadrupole trap. Polarization is achieved by pulsing B

several times up to 1000 G for 100 ms. Without this procedure,
laser cooling of Cs, as performed subsequently, is not possible
without adjustments in the magnetic field.

At this point, the magnetic trap center is free and we can
start loading the Cs MOT. For this, we turn the quadrupole field
on again (7.5 G/cm along the coil axis). During the first 100 ms
we linearly increase the K trap power to 300 mW and turn on a
15-W dipole trap beam with a waist of 250 μm at ∼1070 nm,
crossing the center of the Cs MOT. After 5 s of Cs MOT
loading, and before increasing the quadrupole field to 20 G/cm
to compress the Cs sample, we superimpose the two clouds
[see Fig. 1(c)]. This is done by moving the K trap 0.79 mm
downwards in 160 ms. At the same time we dynamically
increase the waist of the K trap from 26 to 63 μm by shrinking
the aperture of an iris with a servomotor and increase the power
to 1.2 W. After the compression stage the Cs sample is further
cooled and spin-polarized by three-dimensional degenerate
Raman-sideband cooling (dRSC) [53,54]. The temperature
after dRSC is below 1 μK when we release the atoms into
free space. Here, however, we cool the atoms into a crossed-
dipole trap. When we do so, we measure temperatures of about
7 μK and observe some significant atom loss. We attribute the
temperature increase and atom loss largely to the mismatch
of the Cs cloud size after dRSC to the trapping volume of
the crossed-dipole trap and possibly to ac-Stark shifts due to
the dipole trap that compromise the performance of dRSC.
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Also, atoms that are cooled away from the center of the
crossed-dipole trap convert potential energy into kinetic energy
after extinction of the dRSC lattice beams. In any case, after
a hold time of 80 ms at 35.5 G in the crossed-dipole trap,
the K and Cs clouds [see Fig. 1(d)] are each found to be in
thermal equilibrium, but at different temperatures. They see
trap depths of about UK/kB = 20 μK and UCs/kB = 39 μK.
With around 1 × 105 K atoms and 1 × 105 Cs atoms in the trap,
we measure temperatures of TK = 3 μK and TCs = 7 μK. We
measure trap frequencies of ωK/2π = (374,84,383) Hz and
ωCs/2π = (281,63,288) Hz and deduce atomic peak densities
of nK = 1.2 × 1012 cm−3 and nCs = 9 × 1011 cm−3. At this
stage, the K atoms are fully spin polarized in the third-lowest
energy state |K : c〉. The Cs atoms are 80% polarized in the
|Cs : a〉 ≡ |f = 3,mf = 3〉 state, with the rest of the Cs sam-
ple mainly populating the |Cs : b〉 ≡ |f = 3,mf = 2〉 state.

The dipole trap now allows us to prepare K-Cs mixtures
in any desired hyperfine state combination. Here, to provide
sufficient input to theoretical modeling, we are mainly inter-
ested in combining |Cs : a〉 with |K : a〉 ≡ |f = 1,mf = 1〉,
|K : b〉 ≡ |f = 1,mf = 0〉, and |K : c〉. We fully spin-polarize
the Cs sample into the |Cs : a〉 state by using a microwave pulse
in combination with resonant light to clean out the |Cs : b〉
population. During the pulse, which lasts 6 ms and is resonant
with the transition from |Cs : b〉 to |f = 4〉, we sweep B from
1 to 1.05 G to address magnetic field inhomogeneities, and
apply laser light on the 62S1/2 |f = 4〉 → 62P3/2 |f ′ = 5〉
transition.

First, we perform Feshbach spectroscopy on a
|K : c〉 - |Cs : a〉 mixture. For this, we linearly ramp the
magnetic offset field B within 10 ms to any desired value in
the range from 0 to 650 G and hold it there for 900 to 1300 ms.
During this hold time we exponentially decrease the power of
the transformable beam to 520 mW to enhance the loss of K
atoms from the crossed trap. In the vicinity of an interspecies
Feshbach resonance, the K sample undergoes enhanced trap
loss through three-body recombination and heating from the
interaction with the hotter Cs sample. To detect the remaining
fraction of K atoms we ramp B within 10 ms to 0.1 G before
applying standard absorption imaging. For this particular spin
mixture we scan B from 0 to 650 G in steps of 1 G and observe
two loss features, one broad and one narrow, located around
491.5 and 599.3 G, respectively. We scan the loss features
with finer resolution in B. The loss occurs over a range of
0.1 to several G, depending on the resonance and the specific
experimental conditions. The results around 491.5 G are shown
in Fig. 2(a). The K atom number shows a clear loss maximum.
The loss minimum that appears around 495.5 G may be the
result of the zero-crossing of the scattering length on the
high-field side of the resonance. We fit Lorentzian functions to
the loss features to obtain the positions of maximum loss Bres

and the full widths at half maximum (FWHM) δ.
We also carry out time-of-flight measurements to determine

the temperature of the K sample. The results are shown in
Fig. 2(b); we observe an increase in temperature from 3.0
to 4.5 μK at the same location as the loss is maximal.
This temperature increase vanishes when the Cs sample is
absent. We attribute the increase in temperature to partial
thermalization with the hotter Cs sample. Higher temperatures
are probably counteracted by evaporation due to the finite

FIG. 2. Typical Feshbach resonance signatures in a
|K : c〉 - |Cs : a〉 mixture. (a) Normalized atom number and (b)
temperature for a K sample mixed with Cs after a 900-ms hold
time. (a) The remaining fraction of K atoms normalized to a sample
without Cs at constant trap depth after a hold time of 100 ms. Each
point is an average of at least two measurements and the solid line is
a Lorentzian fit to the results. The temperatures in (b) are deduced
from five time-of-flight images with different expansion times and
the error bars represent statistical errors from the temperature fits.
Larger data samples were not possible due to drifts of the vacuum
chamber magnetization as discussed in the text.

trap depth. As will be seen in Sec. III D below, the background
scattering length for 39K-Cs is around 70 a0, and this relatively
small value explains the absence of observed thermalization
away from resonance.

For Feshbach spectroscopy with K atoms in |K : b〉 and
|K : a〉 we transfer the K atoms by radio-frequency adiabatic
passage from |K : c〉 to |K : b〉 and, subsequently, to |K : a〉.
Each step takes place at B = 35.5 G within 25 ms with an
efficiency close to unity. For each spin mixture we again detect
a pair of resonances, one broader and the other narrower. All
measured Feshbach resonances are shown in Fig. 3(a) and
their parameters are summarized in Table I. We obtain the
magnetic field B by measuring Cs microwave frequencies at
the fields where interspecies loss features are observed. The
experimental errors given in Table I are statistical errors from
the Lorentzian fits. A drift of the magnetization of the stainless

TABLE I. Overview of interspecies Feshbach resonances for
mixtures |K : a〉 - |Cs : a〉, |K : b〉 - |Cs : a〉, and |K : c〉 - |Cs : a〉. Ex-
perimentally we deduce the positions Bres and FWHM δ by fitting
Lorentzian functions to the loss features. The uncertainties are the
statistical errors from the Lorentzian fits. Note that the Lorentzian
width δ is not the same physical quantity as the theoretical width �.
We note that drifts of the chamber magnetization result in a systematic
error of up to 0.3 G for Bres.

Experiment Theory (F2013 potentials)

Bres δ Bres �

Spin states (G) (G) (G) (G)

|K : a〉 + |Cs : a〉 361.1(1) 3.2(4) 341.89 4.7
442.59(1) 0.28(3) 421.37 0.38

|K : b〉 + |Cs : a〉 419.3(1) 3.0(5) 399.93 4.3
513.12(1) 0.16(6) 491.39 0.55

|K : c〉 + |Cs : a〉 491.5(1) 2.1(4) 471.97 3.8
599.32(3) 0.5(1) 575.67 0.44
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FIG. 3. Overview of 39K -133Cs interspecies Feshbach resonances. (a) Loss features for |Cs : a〉 with |K : a〉 (black), |K : b〉 [red (light
gray)], and |K : c〉 [blue (dark gray)]. The data are normalized to the atom number away from resonance. (b) Calculated interspecies scattering
length a for the three hyperfine state combinations as a function of magnetic field B, using the G2017 interaction potentials fitted in Sec. III C.

steel chamber, which depends on the offset field strength, gives
rise to a systematic error on the order of ±0.3 G.

III. THEORY

A. Computational methods for bound states and scattering

For the scattering and near-threshold bound states, we solve
the Schrödinger equation by coupled-channel methods, using a
basis set for the electron and nuclear spins in a fully decoupled
representation

|sKms,K〉|iKmi,K〉|sCsms,Cs〉|iCsmi,Cs〉|LML〉. (1)

The matrix elements of the different terms in the Hamiltonian
in this basis set are given in the Appendix of Ref. [55]. The
calculations in this paper used basis sets with all possible
values of ms and mi for both atoms, subject to conservation of
Mtot = ms,K + mi,K + ms,Cs + mi,Cs + ML and parity (−1)L.
For s-wave scattering at a particular threshold, Mtot is set by
the states of the incoming atoms Mtot = mf,K + mf,Cs, and
only channels with even L contribute.

Scattering calculations are carried out using the MOLSCAT

package [56], as modified to handle collisions in magnetic
fields [57]. At each magnetic field B, the wave-function
log-derivative matrix at collision energy E is propagated from
R = 5.6 a0 to 15 a0 using the propagator of Manolopoulos [58]
with a fixed step size of 0.001 a0, and from 15 to 3000 a0 using
the Airy propagator [59] with a variable step size controlled
by the parameter TOLHI = 10−5 [60]. Scattering boundary
conditions [61] are applied at R = 3000 a0 to obtain the
scattering S matrix. The energy-dependent s-wave scattering
length a(k) is then obtained from the diagonal S-matrix
element in the incoming L = 0 channel using the identity [62]

a(k) = 1

ik

(
1 − S00

1 + S00

)
, (2)

where k2 = 2μE/h̄2 and μ is the reduced mass. This reduces
to the standard zero-energy scattering length in the low-energy
limit.

Weakly bound levels for Feshbach molecules are obtained
using the propagation method described in Refs. [55,63], using
the same step size as for MOLSCAT with a reduced propagation
range of R = 5.6 a0 to 1,000 a0. Levels are located either
as bound-state energies at a fixed value of the magnetic
field B using the BOUND package [64] or as bound-state
fields at a fixed value of the binding energy using the FIELD

package [65]. BOUND and FIELD converge to values of the
energy (or field) where the log-derivative matching matrix [63]
has a zero eigenvalue. Both programs implement a node-count
algorithm [63] which makes it straightforward to ensure that
all bound states that exist in a particular range of energy or
field are located.

Zero-energy Feshbach resonances can be located as fields
Bres at which the scattering length a(B) passes through a pole

a(B) = abg

(
1 − �

B − Bres

)
. (3)

MOLSCAT has the capability to converge on such poles to
provide resonance widths � and background scattering lengths
abg as well as resonance positions Bres. However, when only
resonance positions are required, the FIELD package provides
a much cleaner approach: simply running FIELD at zero energy
provides a complete list of the energies at which bound
states cross threshold, and thus a complete list of resonance
positions. The widths and background scattering lengths may
then be obtained if required, using scattering calculations with
MOLSCAT around the field concerned.

In the present work, basis sets including only L = 0
functions were used in most cases since they make the
calculations simpler at the b + a and c + a thresholds, where
inelastic decay would otherwise exist. However, calculations
with Lmax = 2 were used for the calculations of scattering and
bound states on the fitted potentials in Sec. III D below. As will
be seen, the observed resonances in the a + a channel shifted
by no more than 0.01 G when L = 2 basis functions were
included, which is considerably less than the experimental
uncertainties in the resonance positions.
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B. Potential curves

The KCs interaction potentials of Ferber et al. [51] (F2013)
were fitted to extensive Fourier transform spectra of the KCs
molecule, including vibrational levels up to v = 102 for the
X1�+ singlet ground state and v = 32 for the a3�+ triplet
state (although there is significant mixing of the singlet and
triplet states for the highest vibrational levels). Each potential
curve is constructed in three segments; the central segment
from RSR

S to RLR
S , with S = 0 or 1 for the singlet or triplet state,

respectively, is represented as a power-series expansion in the
variable ξ (R) = (R − Rm)/(R + bRm), where Rm is chosen
to be near the equilibrium distance. At long range (R > RLR

S ),
the potentials are

V LR
S (R) = −C6/R

6 − C8/R
8 − C10/R

10 − (−1)SVexch(R),

(4)

where the dispersion coefficients Cn [51,66,67] are common
to both potentials. The exchange contribution is [68]

Vexch(R) = AexR
γ exp(−βR), (5)

and makes an attractive contribution for the singlet and a
repulsive contribution for the triplet. The central segment is
constrained to match the long-range potential at RLR

S . The
potentials are extended to short range (R < RSR

S ) with simple
repulsive terms

V SR
S (R) = ASR

S + BSR
S

/
RNSR

S . (6)

The parameters ASR
S and BSR

S are chosen to match the values
and derivatives of the mid-range potentials at RSR

S . The
potential matching points for KCs are RSR

0 = 3.22 Å and
RLR

0 = 12.00 Å for the singlet state and RSR
1 = 5.23 Å and

RLR
1 = 12.01 Å for the triplet state [51].
For coupled-channel calculations of the near-threshold

bound states and scattering properties, these potentials are
supplemented by a coupling V̂ d(R), which at long range
has a simple magnetic dipole-dipole form that varies as
1/R3 [69,70]. However, for heavy atoms, second-order spin-
orbit coupling provides an additional contribution that has
the same tensor form as the dipole-dipole term. V̂ d(R) is
represented as

V̂ d(R) = λ(R)[ŝ1 · ŝ2 − 3(ŝ1 · �eR)(ŝ2 · �eR)], (7)

where �eR is a unit vector along the internuclear axis and λ is
an R-dependent coupling constant

λ(R) = Ehα
2

[
Ashort

2SO exp
( − βshort

2SO (R/a0)
)

+A
long
2SO exp

( − β
long
2SO (R/a0)

) + g2
S

4(R/a0)3

]
, (8)

where α ≈ 1/137 is the atomic fine-structure constant, Eh is
the Hartree energy and gS ≈ 2.0023 is the electron g factor.
The second-order spin-orbit coupling has not been obtained
from electronic structure calculations for KCs, so in the present
work we retained the estimate used in Ref. [52], obtained by
shifting the RbCs function [71] inwards by 0.125 a0, to give
the same value at the inner turning point for KCs as for RbCs.

This gives βshort
2SO = 0.80 and β

long
2SO = 0.28 as for RbCs, with

Ashort
2SO = −45.5 and A

long
2SO = −0.032.

C. Least-squares fitting

The resonances observed in the present work are due to s-
wave bound states that cross the threshold as a function of mag-
netic field. These are substantially broader than resonances due
to d-wave and higher states [52], which appear only because of
the weak anisotropic term V̂ d(R) in the Hamiltonian. Figure 4
shows the atomic thresholds for MF = mf,K + mf,Cs = 2, 3,
and 4, together with the s-wave bound states responsible for
the resonances observed here, calculated on the G2017 fitted
potentials described below. There is a state roughly parallel
to each of the a + a, b + a, and c + a thresholds, bound
by 65 to 70 MHz and with the same (fK,mf,K,fCs,mf,Cs)
character as the threshold. Crossing these near-threshold states
are a set of deeper states, bound by 800 to 1100 MHz at
zero field, that are closer to horizontal in the bottom panel of
Fig. 4. This second set of states correlates at zero field with
atoms with fK = 2 and fCs = 3, with resultant F = 1, 2, 3,
4, 5 (though F = 1 does not appear in Fig. 4 because states
with MF < 2 are not shown). The observed resonances occur

FIG. 4. Bottom panel: Bound states of 39KCs (solid lines) with
MF = 2 [blue (dark gray)], 3 [red (light gray)] and 4 (black), together
with the corresponding thresholds (dashed lines), calculated using the
G2017 fitted interaction potentials of Sec. III C with L = 0 functions
only and shown with respect to the lowest zero-field threshold. The
threshold crossings that produce observed resonances are shown with
filled circles and those so far unobserved with open circles. Upper
panels: Bound states for MF = 2, 3, and 4, shown relative to the
field-dependent c + a, b + a, and a + a thresholds.
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when the near-threshold states are pushed across threshold
by mixing with the near-horizontal states at broad avoided
crossings, which are complete to varying extents at threshold.
The positions of the resonances are thus principally determined
by the binding energies of the near-horizontal states, although
the states actually crossing threshold have mixed character.
An analogous figure showing the bound states on the F2013
potentials [51] is included in the Supplemental Material [72];
the pattern of states is visually very similar, despite that fact
that the sign of as − at is reversed on the F2013 potentials.

The right-hand columns of Table I give the calculated po-
sitions and widths of the observed resonances, obtained using
the F2013 potentials. It may be seen that the calculated
resonance positions are all about 20 G lower than the
experiment. It is therefore desirable to adjust the interaction
potentials to reproduce the resonance positions. In doing this,
we wish to retain as much as possible of the spectroscopically
determined potentials of Ref. [51], so that the fit to the Fourier
transform spectra is affected as little as possible. We found in
the initial fitting that it is possible to reproduce the scattering
properties by retaining the central and long-range parts of
the spectroscopic potential curves and adjusting only the
short-range parts for R < RSR

S . Small changes to the potential
curves in this region have relatively little effect on levels
with inner turning points below V0(RSR

0 )/hc = −316.6 cm−1

for the singlet state and V1(RSR
1 )/hc = −116.1 cm−1 for

the triplet state. We explored modifications to the values of
NSR

S , with corresponding changes in ASR
S and BSR

S to match
the values and derivatives of the power-series expansions at
R = RSR

S ,

BSR
S = −

⎛
⎝

(
RSR

S

)NSR
S +1

NSR
S

⎞
⎠

(
dVS

dR

)
R=RSR

S

;

ASR
S = VS

(
RSR

S

) − BSR
S /

(
RSR

S

)NSR
S . (9)

We carried out least-squares fits of potential parameters to
the observed resonance positions using the Interactive Non-
Linear Least-Squares (I-NoLLS) package [73], which gives
the user interactive control over step lengths and assignments
as the fit proceeds. The quantity optimized in the least-
squares fits was the sum of squares of residuals [(observed
− calculated)/uncertainty], with the uncertainties listed in
Table II. The resonance positions at the a + a, b + a, and
c + a thresholds are principally sensitive to the triplet potential,
so our initial fits varied NSR

1 only, leaving the singlet potential
unchanged. The optimum fit was obtained with NSR

1 = 6.9(1)
and gives the fit to the resonance positions shown in Table II.
The short-range coefficients for the best-fit triplet potential are
obtained from Eq. (9); their approximate values are ASR

1 /hc ≈
−471.5728 cm−1 and BSR

1 /hc ≈ 3.224735 × 107 cm−1 Å
NSR

1 .
We subsequently explored two-parameter fits, varying

both NSR
0 and NSR

1 . However, these produced no significant
improvement in the quality of fit. A single-parameter fit
varying only NSR

0 was incapable of reproducing the observed
resonance positions. We therefore decided to proceed with
the single-parameter fit obtained by varying only the triplet
potential, which we designate the G2017 potentials; a more

TABLE II. Quality of fit to the observed resonance positions,
together with the properties of additional resonances due to s-wave
bound states predicted by the G2017 potentials. The uncertainties
given here include systematic errors and are those that define the
weights used in the least-squares fit.

Threshold Bobs Bcalc �calc Bobs − Bcalc Unc.

a + a 361.1 360.74 4.4 0.36 0.4
a + a 442.59 442.43 0.37 0.16 0.3

b + a 419.3 419.73 4.0 −0.43 0.4
b + a 513.12 513.73 0.52 −0.61 0.3

c + a 491.5 492.24 3.6 −0.74 0.4
c + a 599.32 598.76 0.39 0.58 0.3

b + a 334.45 0.025
b + a 563.81 0.074

b + b 319.35 0.046
c + a 398.09 0.023
c + a 467.70 0.006
c + a 618.71 0.094

extensive refinement will require additional experimental
results.

It may be noted that the present modification shifts the
vibrational levels of the a3�+ state by a maximum of about
0.1 cm−1; this shift is less than 0.01 cm−1 below v = 11 and
peaks around v = 22. These shifts are smaller than the Cs
hyperfine splitting, but larger than the typical experimental
uncertainties of 0.01 cm−1 in Ref. [51]. A more complete
treatment would require refitting the entire potentials, but is
not justified at this stage.

D. Calculations on optimized potentials

Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the scattering lengths and
resonance positions, calculated at the lowest (a + a) threshold
for all three isotopic combinations of KCs using the optimized
G2017 potentials, together with the near-threshold bound
states that produce the resonances. Table III gives the predicted
singlet and triplet scattering lengths as and at, together with
the statistical uncertainty of at in the one-parameter space.
However, at may change outside these limits when additional
parameters are fitted. Complete lists of the resonance parame-
ters (positions, widths, and background scattering lengths) are
given in the Supplemental Material [72].

The G2017 potentials obtained here predict scattering and
bound-state properties that differ in some important ways
from those of Ref. [52]. In particular, the triplet scattering

TABLE III. Calculated singlet and triplet scattering lengths for
isotopologs of KCs, with 1-σ statistical uncertainties for at.

as (a0) at (a0) at (a0)
G2017 potentials F2013 potentials

39KCs −18.37 74.88(9) 82.24
40KCs −51.44 −71.67(45) −41.28
41KCs −72.79 179.06(28) 205.25
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FIG. 5. Scattering length in the a + a channel and energies of near-threshold bound states for 39KCs. Note that the top 30 MHz is shown
on an expanded scale. Resonance widths greater than 1 μG are shown as vertical bars with lengths proportional to log(�/μG).

lengths all shift to smaller (or more negative) values, and
the corresponding near-threshold levels are more deeply
bound.

Figure 4 shows that, in addition to the two resonances
currently observed in each of the a + a, b + a, and c + a
channels, there are additional 39KCs resonances due to s-wave

FIG. 6. Scattering length in the a + a channel and energies of near-threshold bound states for 41KCs. Resonance widths greater than 1 μG
are shown as vertical bars with lengths proportional to log(�/μG).
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FIG. 7. Scattering length in the a + a channel and energies of near-threshold bound states for 40KCs. Resonance widths greater than 1 μG
are shown as vertical bars with lengths proportional to log(�/μG).

states in the b + a, c + a, and b + b channels (where b + b is the
lowest MF = 2 threshold at fields between 261 and 358 G).
The positions and widths of these are included in Table II.
They have predicted widths between 6 mG and 0.1 G, and
may be useful for molecule formation.

For 39KCs, Patel et al. [52] predicted a group of low-field
resonances at fields below 50 G due to a group of d-wave states
bound by less than 20 MHz at zero field. The widest of these
was a resonance predicted near 50 G with a width of 1 mG
due to a state that was bound by less than 3 MHz at zero field
but was nearly parallel to threshold as a function of field. On
the G2017 potentials the corresponding states are significantly
deeper; the state responsible for the widest resonance is now
bound by about 9 MHz at zero field, and the resulting resonance
is shifted to 219 G, now with a width of 0.7 mG. Similarly,
for 41KCs, Patel et al. [52] predicted a group of low-field
resonances at fields of 20 to 30 G, again due to a group of
very weakly bound d-wave states. These looked promising for
molecule formation because of their proximity to the region
around 21 G where Cs can be cooled to degeneracy. On the
G2017 potentials, however, these states are again significantly
deeper, and the resonances are shifted to fields above 70 G.

For fermionic 40KCs, by contrast, the G2017 potentials
appear to offer improved prospects for molecule formation.
The older F2013 potentials [51] give scattering lengths as =
−51.44 a0 and at = −41.28 a0. Because these are so similar,
even resonances due to s-wave states were predicted in
Ref. [52] to be very narrow and those due to d-wave states even
narrower. The G2017 potential, however, has at = −71.67 a0.
Because of this, the resonances are shifted to rather higher
fields, but they are also considerably broader. For example, the
resonance predicted in Ref. [52] at 264.3 G with a width of

−0.1 G occurs at 286.0 G on the G2017 potentials with a width
of −0.86 G. Similarly, the resonance previously predicted at
470 G with a width of −10 mG is now at 531 G, with a width
of −54 mG. The latter is particularly promising for molecule
formation because it is reasonably close to the region around
556 G where Cs has a moderate scattering length [45] and can
be cooled efficiently.

IV. CONCLUSION

We observed Feshbach resonances due to s-wave bound
states in ultracold collisions of 39K and Cs. The reso-
nances occur at magnetic fields about 20 G higher than
those predicted in Refs. [51,52] using interaction poten-
tials fitted to high-resolution Fourier transform spectra.
Reproducing the experimental resonance positions requires
a significant change to the triplet interaction potential
found in Ref. [51]. We carried out least-squares fits to
determine a triplet potential with a modified repulsive
wall, which reproduces the Feshbach resonance positions
while making only small changes to the deeper vibrational
levels.

We used the modified interaction potentials, which we
designate G2017, to carry out coupled-channels calculations
and make improved predictions of the near-threshold bound
states and ultracold scattering properties for all three isotopes
of K interacting with Cs. For the case of 40KCs, the scattering
properties are more favorable using the G2017 potentials than
was found in Refs. [51,52]. In particular, the G2017 potentials
predict a Feshbach resonance that is broad enough to allow
tuning of the interactions in a K-Cs Fermi-Bose mixture.
The results open up various interesting avenues in cold atom
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and cold molecule research. These include studies of the
dynamics and transport properties of bosonic impurities in
low-dimensional Fermi gases, similar to recent experiments
where Bloch-type oscillations have been observed for impurity
motion in a fermionized one-dimensional Bose gas [18]. It
may also be possible to form fermionic KCs molecules and
transfer them to the rovibrational ground state to generate
dipolar quantum gases, employing techniques such as those
recently demonstrated for fermionic KRb [42] and for bosonic
RbCs [38].
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